
Glossary

appeditlich: delicious
bann: shunned, excommunicated from the church
bu: boy
buwe: boys
daed: dad, father
danki: thank you
Dietsch: Pennsylvania Dutch, the language spoken by the Amish
dumm: dumb
Englisch: non-Amish
familye: family
fraa: wife, woman
geh: go
grossdochter: granddaughter
grosskinn: grandchild
grossmammi, grossmudder: grandmother
grosssohn: grandson
grossvadder: grandfather
gut mariye: good morning



viii  Glossary

guten nacht: good night
haus: house
kaffee: coffee
kapp: prayer cap
kinn: child
kinner: children
lieb: love, sweetheart
maedel: girl
mammi, mamm: mom, mother
mann: man
mei: my
mudder: mother
nix: nothing
onkel: uncle
Ordnung: the unwritten Amish rule of  life
perfekt: perfect
rumspringa: the period between ages sixteen and twenty-four, 

loosely translated as “running around time.” For Amish 
young adults, rumspringa ends when they join the church.

schwester: sister
sohn: son
schee: pretty, beautiful
schwoger: brother-in-law 
vadder: father
wie gehts: how are you?
ya: yes
yung: young
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Reading Group Guide

 1. Sawyer is in an unusual situation—he’s a Yankee raised 
during his teen years in an Amish world. He struggles to find 
his place and purpose in life. Have you found yourself  in a 
similar situation? How did you resolve it?

 2. Laura wants justice for how Mark treated her, yet what she really 
wants is vengeance. What is the difference between the two?

 3. Both Laura and Emma are insecure about their looks (for 
different reasons). Can you identify with their insecurities? How 
can we see past the surface to others’ hearts the way God does?

 4. Cora has an extremely negative reaction to Amish country. 
What do you think it will take for her to accept Sawyer’s 
desire to become Amish?

 5. Do you think Sawyer’s decision to become Amish stems from 
a true belief  that the Amish faith and way of  life is what he 
wants, or is he influenced by his love for Laura? Explain your 
answer.

 6. Do you think Mark has the capacity to change? Why or why 
not?

 7. Laura and Sawyer were able to find healing and forgiveness, 
not just through each other, but because of  God’s mercy. 
Think of  a time when you felt bruised and broken. How did 
God comfort you?

 8. Was Norman’s public confession necessary? Why do you 
think admitting his indiscretion in front of  the church was the 
only way for him to find peace?

 9. What do you think Sawyer will do when he discovers Cora’s 
illness? How will that affect his relationship with Laura and 
the rest of  the Amish community?

 10. Despite Laura pushing Sawyer away, he remained faithful to 
her. How does God remain faithful to us during the times we 
feel distant from Him?
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